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Multiple Objects
On thing that makes position versus time graphs especially powerful is that if we
want, we can plot more than one object on them. As before, we ca answer questions
about where the objects are and at what time, or what their velocity and acceleration are. But with more
than one object plotted on the same graph, it becomes possible to answer questions about how they relate to
each other:

How far apart are they? When do they meet?
Are they getting closer together or further apart?
How do their speeds compare?
Does one appear to be responding (with a reaction-time delay) to the movements of the other?

We talked in class bout how to recognize these things. Now you will use what we did in class to analyze
two graphs.

. 1 You're working for the FBI, trying to identify an informant suspected of giving secret government
equations to terrorists.

You are tailing suspect A, who you believe has the contraband equations. He encounters both B and
C, and, worried that he might have handed off the equations, you have one of your men tail B and C
while you catch up to A and question him, only to discover that he no longer has the equations. Now,
back at the station, you're looking over the position graphs you and your men made.

Make a case for who you believe has the equations now, explaining how you know that each handoff took
place. If anyone is innocent, tell me why their seemingly suspicious behavior is only a natural reaction.

Use the graph below to answer the questions on this page:



Use the graph below to answer the questions on this page:

. 2 At 1 s, how far apart are the two objects?

. 3 Who is going faster at t = 1s?

. 4 a) Are they coming closer together, or growing further apart, from the start to 1 s?

b) From 1 s to 2 s?

. 5 Who reaches 10 m first? How much later until the other one reaches 10 m?

. 6 Who starts acceleration backwards first?

. 7 When do they meet?

. 8 Suppose I tell you that one person is trying to keep the other from running away. Who's the runner
and who's the herder? Why?


